
SES Club Meeting - May 20, 2023
                              10:00
Come fly before the meeting

                                PRESIDENTS CORNER
“Southern Eagle Squadron is enjoying the Florida spring weather with 
light winds and, so far, little rain. The rain is coming, however, so the 
mowing teams are critical in keeping the field flyable and looking good. 
Joe is always seeking qualified help so if you have two hands and can sit 
down, you are perfect for the job! Teams are asked to be available to mow 
for 2 hours on Thursday mornings, every six weeks. Quite often, mowing 
is not necessary and Joe will notify teams of that status so you might 
not be needed. Even if you do mow every time you are scheduled, it’s not 
quite 1/2 of 1% of the flyable hours in the entire six weeks and besides, it’s 
actually fun. Contact Joe at runjoehuda@gmail. com to sign-up”

                           FLY BEFORE YOU BUY
Check out the SES web page for more info 
and great club information.
       www.southerneaglesquadron.com
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                               “WHO’S THE HIGH FLYER”
Each month there will be a question for you to find the
answer. The first person to answer the question will have
their name in the SES News Letter and posted on the Info board 
at the field. At the last 2023 club meeting, the person with the 
most name posted will win a PRIZE.
Send your answer to: lross04@bellsouth                                                                                       
                                  APRIL Question
 As a April 1st prank in 2009, where did Expedia say 
 travelers could go?     “MOON, MARS, JUPITER or VENUS”
Answer: “ MARS” NO BODY GOT THE CORRECT ANSWER.Answer: “ MARS” NO BODY GOT THE CORRECT ANSWER.
                                                                          MAY Question                             
Fill in the blank. “Whats the difference between a motor and an 
engine?”
Question: A motor is powered by ______________
                  A engine is powered by ______________

                                                Field Security
If you are the last person to leave the field Please make 
sure the gate to the SES field is closed and the conbina-
tion on the lock is rotated not showing the entrance 
code on the lock. Also if at anytime you 
arrive and the gate is open and there is no one flying, 
please contact Frank Mintz or 
Bill Cermak.

Notice: on very thing you fly, make sure you Name, Phone # and
AMA# is displayed. 

Tim Belongia won 
total # of loops in 
“ONE MINUTE”
Total loops “13”

               SES FUN FLY April 8, 2013

Jim Brumbaugh 
won the “SPOT”
landing contest at
47 inches from the 
plate.


